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Dear ABC,

Thanks for choosing [http://www.indastro.com](http://www.indastro.com)

We have been providing Astrology Consultation and advice on true Vedic principles since 2000 and have serviced over a million customers with our free and premium services. We have prepared your Saturn Transit Report:

**It can be read under the following heads:**

- Transit dates & change of sign
- Change of Nakshatra
- Effects from Moon Sign
- Effects from Lagna
- Effects on natal planets
- How & what will change in your life
- Tips & Suggestions
- Remedies

**Transit dates & change of sign:**

*This section covers the important dates related to this transit:*

- Saturn in transit leaves Scorpio on 27 Oct 2017 and enters Sagittarius.
- In Sagittarius, transit Saturn will be retrograde on two occasions, from 18 Apr 2018 to 05 Sep 2018 and 30 Apr 2019 to 17 Sep 2019.
- Saturn will be in direct motion at other times till he leaves Sagittarius and enters Capricorn on 25 Jan 2020.

**Change of Nakshatra:**

*This section details the journey of Saturn through Nakshatras in the sign of Sagittarius*

During his transit through Sagittarius, Saturn will move over three stars, namely Moola, Purvashadha and Uttarashada, in this order. The duration of stay on these three stars are as below:
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**Effects from Moon Sign:**

_This section covers the effects of transiting Saturn on your Moon Sign, the sign where Moon was present at the time of your birth. Moon Sign holds a very important significance in Vedic astrology. Thus the effect of Saturn on your Moon sign has also been covered in detail here._

- Transit Saturn will be in the over Moon sign Sagittarius and its effects will be as under:
  - Favourable fortune may be rise.
  - There will be contentment and well being.
  - You will attain respect everywhere.
  - All conflicts will be resolved.
  - Get start new work or on new project.
  - All work will be accomplished successfully.

**Effects from Lagna:**

_This section covers the effect of transiting Saturn on your rising sign._

- Transit Saturn will be in the 8th house from your ascendant and its effects will be as under:
  - You may be eager to travel abroad.
  - Allot of work will be accomplished and authority may be acquired.
  - Gain of education inclination to perform yoga, and enhancement of fame and name is possible.
  - Bliss of wife and children prevails but they may suffer from the disease.
  - Association with an employer and with men of learning, industriousness in the study of Shastras, birth odd child, satisfaction, visits of close friends, happiness to parents.
  - Wealth, prosperity clothes and ornaments are gained.
Effects on natal planets:

This section covers the effects of transiting Saturn on your natal planets.

Transit Saturn and natal Saturn:

- Social life will be active and you will indulge whenever possible.
- Yet your home life, career issues and availability of easy finance will restrict you.
- Many get together May possible.
- Travel to holy place may possible

Transit Saturn and over natal Ketu:

- Sudden fear, loss of wealth and insult are possible.
- There may be enmity with friend’s loss due to friends and distress may be caused by wicked people.
- Some black product may be acquired and it will prove to be very beneficial.
- Transit Saturn and natal Sun:
  - Friends may cause trouble.
  - You may interest in poetry arts and humour.
  - There may be progress in business gain of wealth enthusiasm and happiness.

Transit Saturn and natal Mercury:

- Friends and siblings support in social issues.
- Marital life will continue to remain happy, happiness for both of you.
- You will like each other yet the status will continue.
- No wastage or extra income is seen either.

How & what will change in your life?

This section covers the composite effects of Saturn transit on your life.

- This transit of Saturn would bring in many changes in your life.
- Due to the aggressive nature of the sign placement of Saturn, all events would come forth very strong & suddenly.
- You will see changes in your mental makeup with regard to how you perceive religion.
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- There would be a tendency to be religiously inclined but more to appease god rather than on spiritual lines.
- You need to have faith during this period as without that true blessing won’t come up.
- Also work related travels would come up bring a direct opportunity for increase in income.
- These opportunities should be grabbed with both hands.
- Issues & arguments with siblings could erupt. You should be careful about your general manners.
- Bad attitude could cost you a relationship during this period. This happen especially during periods that Saturn would be retrogressing
- Relations with father (or an elder) could deteriorate.
- Further stomach region looks under pressure & long term indigestion; chronic stomach region problems have to guard against.
- Be very regular with walks, exercising & good diet.
- Health & immune system would get pressured, especially during 2018. Avoid anger & deep sulks as that would spoil health.
- Do not take chances with law during this period & be very careful about taxes & long term debt.
- New cycle of growth in career is around the corner, no matter how unexpected.
- There would be changes that would seem like hurdles & irritants. Treat them as an opportunity for best results.
- Love life would give you a few hiccups & a new relationship could come in that will bring problems.
- Be very careful as it could affect you reputation during Saturn’s retrogression.
- A tendency to favour drinking or intoxicants is present. You need to be careful as that could trigger off depressive thoughts.
**Tips & Suggestions:**

This section covers the dos and doesn’t to use the changes to your advantage or if negative changes, how to counter them/ suggestions/ guidance & advisory.

- Lots of physical activity, good diet & yoga for positive thinking & to banish negative & pessimistic thoughts.
- Travel well & well planned. This is a period of opportunities in foreign lands. Don’t miss the bus.
- Avoid misdoings in love / relationships as fall in position possible.
- Control your debts, finances & taxes well. Don’t be lax.
- Health of self or father or elderly members of family needs care.
- Strive for true spirituality. Don’t try & be something you are not.
- Work very hard. That will be the key to success.

**Remedies:**

Saturn is known to respond well to Vedic remedies. This section covers them for you:

- Worship Lord Hanuman every day.
- Chant Hanuman Chalisa daily in the morning along with your regular pooja.
- Visit Saturn temple on Saturdays.
- Donate useful articles made of iron as well as other articles of use like black blanket or leather goods to old, poor or needy person.
- Most importantly, respect your elders, superiors and stay genuinely honest and do not anything that is harmful to others.

Blessings,

Pt. Punarvasu
### You may also like:

#### 2018 Career & Fortune
- Twelve month career predictions
- How to instinctively consolidate upon the opportunities & do the right things in 2018.
- Good periods to push ahead & progress career
- Methods to adopt/avoid to make a difference in 2018

#### Detailed Life Reading
- 5, 10 & 20 Year Report
- Find out events, opportunities & challenges for that period
- Career & finances, family & children, love, relationships & marriage

#### What will my life partner be like?
- Physical & psychological description of your future love/life partner/
- Astrological remedies for a great love life
- Request with Complete confidentiality

#### Live Chat with Pt. Onkarnath
- For Vedic advice & practical remedies on love / marriage matters
- Speedy solutions of relationship problems
- Better stress management and peace of mind.